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AY 2018/2019 

 TERM 3  

Grade Seven 

  
  

             Name: __________________                   Date:    .06.2019 
  

Section: _________                              Teacher: _________ 
                            

 

Part I: Reading Comprehension 
 

Directions: Read the following passage, then answer the questions.   

         

 Passage 1  

 

John sat in the classroom and drew pictures of Spiderman Fighting Warriors in his 

notebook while his teacher lectured about biology or something.  He didn't really know for sure.  

The last thing he remembered her saying was that there would be a test tomorrow.  His heart 

jumped.  He went home to study for the test, but he was soon drawn to his Game Box.  He played 

Spiderman Fighting Warriors long into the night.  When his alarm clock rang the next day, he was 

too tired to hit the snooze button, so he let it beep for about 20 minutes before he got up and 

went to school.  As she had promised, the teacher has prepared a test.  She reviewed the testing 

procedures and directions with the class and then passed out the test.  John looked at his test 

and scratched his head...  

 

 

1. What event is most likely to occur next?   
  

    John is probably going to fail his test. 

 

  

2. What evidence from the text supports your prediction?   

           I believe this because in the text it mentions that …..  
  

John didn’t study, and he didn’t get proper rest; therefore, he is likely to fail the test. 
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Passage 2  

 
 

 While is it clear that understanding the social, cultural, religious, and occupational beliefs 

and needs of the surrounding population is essential, it is also absolutely necessary that we discuss 

another aspect of the project: funding. The cost of design is estimated to be $50,000. The cost 

of materials is estimated to be $75,000. The cost of labor is estimated to be $100,000. These 

costs are substantial. That is why it is very important that we have a plan in place to cover them 

all. It has been confirmed that $50,000 of the cost will be paid for through the generous donation 

of Willa J. Arthur. We are very appreciative of Mrs. Arthur's donation, as it covers the cost of 

design. However, this does not pay for the entire project. We still need to raise $175,000 for 

materials and labor. 

 

4) According to the author, what is the cost of materials?  
 

A. $75,000  

B. $50,000  

C. $100,000  

D. $150,000  
 

 

5) Based on information in the passage, which of the following situations describes 

something that is substantial?  
 

A. A boulder is too heavy to move.  

B. An anthill is destroyed by a gentle rain.  

C. A small fox eats less than a large bird.  

D. A class has ten students in it.  
 

 

6) Who made a donation to the project?  
 

A. Willa J. Arthur  

B. Archer K. Miller  

C. William A. Arthur  

D. Martha E Archer  
 

 

7) What will the author most likely talk about next?  
 

A. How to raise money for materials and labor.  

B. How to use advanced construction techniques.  

C. How to interact with people from other cultures.  

D. How to increase the speed of project development.  
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Part II : Grammar   
   

A. Directions: Read the sentences and answer the questions that follow.        

 1. The first element of success is the determination to succeed. 

Label the underlined noun.         

A. abstract   B. common        C. proper  D. collective 

 

2. Our class took a field trip to the Natural History Museum. 

Label the underlined noun.         

A. collective   B. proper        C. abstract  D. common 
     

3. She never goes anywhere without Sarah.  

Label the underlined noun.       

A. proper   B. common        C. collective  D. abstract 

 

4. My father starts work before sunup. 

Label the underlined noun.       

A. common   B. collective        C. proper  D. abstract 
      

5. I have to go to the store I need to buy milk. 

Label the sentence    

A. run-on sentence     B. interrogative  sentence  C. exclamatory  sentence  D. complete sentence         

 

6. Many old people have a very limited tolerance to cold. 

Label the former group of words.      

A. complete sentence B. compound sentence  C. complex sentence D. fragment 

 

7.  walked to school today. 

Label the former group of words.        

A. fragment   B. compound sentence  C. complex sentence D. complete sentence 

 

8. In Japan, during the last war and just before the armistice. 

 former group of words.Label the       

A. fragment   B. compound sentence  C. complex sentence D. complete sentence 

 

9. He who overcomes his anger subdues his greatest enemy. 

Label the underlined word.   

A. subject pronoun         B. verb           C. object pronoun  D. noun  

 

10. Admonish your friends in private, praise them in public. 

Label the underlined word.   

A. object  pronoun  B. subject pronoun     C. noun    D. verb  
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Part III: Vocabulary   

 

A. Circle the correct word that BEST completes the meaning of each sentence.  
 

1. He __________ made a couple of impossible requests. 

A. cunningly   B. clumsily   C. haphazardly D. carelessly 
 

2. The ___________ made its first trip outside the nest. 

A. fledgling   B. gait    C. consolation D. clue 
 

3. He made a  ___________ effort to keep everyone safe. 

A. valiant   B. nervous   C. scared  D. fearful 
 

4. The flowers soon __________ in water. 

A. revived   B. clarified   C. certified  D. falsified 
 

5.  To be ________ is to do good.  

 A. virtuous   B. dishonest   C. deceptive  D. sneaky 
 

6. He was confident that the  ___________ lawyer would win the case. 

A. eminent   B. compulsory  C. required  D. mandatory 
 

7. What is wealth good for, if it brings ___________  ?  

A. melancholy  B. contentment  C. pleasure  D. satisfaction 
   

8. I had to ___________.from my bicycle halfway up the hill.  

A. dismount    B. embark   C. declare  D. establish 
 

9. I have tried to ___________  my money without success. The ATM window was closed. 

A. reclaim   B. lose   C. drop  D. waste 
 

10. We pay ___________  to the genius of Shakespeare.  

A. homage   B. ignorance   C. disrespect D. dishonor 
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Part IV: Writing   

    Write a well-organized persuasive essay about ONLY One of the following topics: 
  

   

  

1- Is it a good idea to keep pets indoors? 

2- Is PE necessary? 

 

________________________________________________ 
  

  _________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

          ________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

          ________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
  

          ________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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